WORLDFEED: WORLD FEED IN HD EUROPE, ASIA AND AMERICAS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Transmission date:
12/03/2019

Transmission timings:
07:00 - 09:15 GMT

SYNOPSIS

SUN OUTAGES SEASON:
Please remember to check your reception sites and take necessary measures should the sun outages affect one of your transmissions.
For more information, click here
Eurovision Services
Transmission synopsis: 19-53911/1

https://www.eurovision.net/events/sports/science-technology/44144/worldfeed/19-53911
Event number: 44144
Event: 30th Anniversary of the World Wide Web

World Feed in HD Europe, Asia and Americas

Geneva

Transmission type: Eurovision Worldfeed

Date and timing:
12/03/2019 07:00 - 09:15 UTC

Line-up: 20 minutes (06:40 - 07:00 UTC)

Origin:

ZZEBU Geneva

Destination:

ZZEBU Geneva

Routing:
***TA of txm 19-40631 (A418)
GNVE ZZEBU/DEM 04 NS3
GNVE ZZEBU/RX UHD NT4K1 HEVC
GNVE ZZEBU/CV 4K TO HD
--------
GNVE ZZEBU/RX 46 RX 8200 SF
GNVE ZZEBU/EU7B/UP 3
EU7B/B4/4E6
--------
GNVE ZZEBU/GNVA2_AL127_GNVE > FINE
FINE > HGKG ZZEBU/HKG.2A_SAT_C2V_SCV6
EMEK ILMXI/C2V/SERVICE 06 ASI
ASS/C02V/CH2A36
GNVE ZZEBU/CV13 FOR-A HD ONLY + DOLBY
GNVE ZZEBU/HM5/SERVICE 13
SES-14/HEL 19 - HER 19/19A72

Distribution network:

Satellite Eutelsat 7B 7 deg East Transponder B4
Channel 4E6 - 6 MHz
Uplink frequency 14366.0 MHz POL.X by GNVE ZZEBU/EU7B/UP 3
Downlink frequency 11066.0 MHz POL.Y
Parameters DVBS2 8PSK 4.9373 Ms/s FEC 3/4, Pilot: On Roll-off 0.2 (MPEG4/H.264 420 10.7514 Mbps)
Video standard HD 1080i 50Hz 16:9
Audio 1 INTERNATIONAL SOUND MONO
Audio 2 INTERNATIONAL SOUND MONO
Audio 3 N/A
Audio 4 N/A

Satellite Asiasat 5 100.5 deg East Transponder CO2V
Channel CH2A36 - 36 MHz
MCPC SERVICE 06 ASI
Uplink frequency 5925.0 MHz POL.X
Downlink frequency 3700.0 MHz POL.Y
Parameters DVBS2 8PSK 30.0Ms/s FEC 3/4,Pilot:On Roll-off 0.2 (65_MUX MPEG4/H264 420 65.326 Mbps)
Video standard HD 1080i 50Hz 16:9
Audio 1 INTERNATIONAL SOUND MONO
Audio 2 INTERNATIONAL SOUND MONO
Audio 3 N/A
Audio 4 N/A

Satellite SES-14 312.5 E Transponder HEL 19 - HER 19
Channel 19A72 - 72 MHz
MCPC SERVICE 13
Uplink frequency 6381.5 MHz POL.LHCP
Downlink frequency 4156.5 MHz POL.RHCP
Parameters NS4 16APSK 70.0 Ms/s FEC 2/3,Pilot:On Roll-off 0.10 (MPEG4/H.264 420 178.421 Mbps) NS4 NLC Mode:Off
Video standard HD 1080i 60Hz 16:9
Audio 1 INTERNATIONAL SOUND MONO
Audio 2 INTERNATIONAL SOUND MONO
Audio 3 N/A
Audio 4 N/A

Synopsis issued by: SCI
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